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Lost Colonies Rules
All of the things you need to know before you start playing

How to use this Document
This rulebook is intended to provide the essential information you will need to participate in a Lost
Colonies event.
Getting Started contains the Lost Colonies safety and community standards; this is all the information
you need before you start play. We expect that all players will have read this material, and every
player should expect that every other participant (player, staff, etc.) will conduct their behavior
according to these standards.
● Safety and Community Standards: these explain the fundamentals of our gameplay philosophy and
the culture that we aspire to achieve and maintain here at Lost Colonies.
● Character Creation: this is a step-by-step guide to creating your unique character. This section
explains the mechanical and roleplay components that go into your character, starting with Region,
Ancestry, Background, and Guild. You will also select your character’s starting Attributes. These
traits help define your character and their role in the colony. Once you have created your character,
you will be ready to explore sections that describe the elements of gameplay.
Rulebook contains the core rules. These are the rules you are most likely to consult during the game.
Players are expected to be familiar with the rules that are relevant to their character.
● Combat: this section includes information about Wounds, Injuries, Scars, and Death, and explains
our unique way of handling the bad stuff that can happen to a character.
References contains
● Reference: this is where we list many of the details that flesh out the world of Lost Colonies. This
includes sample recipes for crafting and rituals, how to make mundane and magical items or
effects, and a list of effects and skills which define all the things that characters can do or the
effects they may be subject to.
● Out of Game Errata: This section explains NPC shift, camp cleanup, service points, and other rules
and expectations that come with being part of the Lost Colonies player community.
This rulebook does not include:
● A comprehensive guide to roleplay or character acting, and gives only a brief overview of larping as
a hobby, if you are interested in further resources or tips, there are many excellent resources
available online
● We do not attempt to address all possible rules conflicts. While we have tried to create a simple,
cooperative system, we cannot foresee all eventualities. If conflicts or confusion should arise,
Marshals will determine an appropriate course of action, and will have final say in all
decision-making.
These rules will continue to evolve; our rules system is designed to give players the freedom to invent
new recipes, use skills in innovative ways, and even develop new skills through roleplay and
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storytelling. As such, players should expect that the list of available skills and their limitations will
grow over time. We will publish updates to the rules as needed.

Combat
Combat can be one of the most exciting and rewarding parts of an event. But there are some rules to
follow so that everyone can have a safe and enjoyable time.

Base Weapon Damage
● All melee weapons deal 1 point of damage
● All guns deal 2 points of damage
The verbal calling of base weapon damage is optional. Any attacks that do something other than base
weapon damage requires a verbal call along with it. What you need to say will be specified by the skill
you are using.

Special Damage
Sometimes an effect will deliver damage of a certain type, such as Fire damage from an exploding
bomb or Water damage from a Ritualist’s wand. When delivering such an effect, you must call the
amount of damage along with the type of damage delivered, such as “2 Fire” or “3 Water”.

Basic Combat Training
Every character understands how to defend themselves. In addition to using weapons and armor,
every character has access to the Combat Familiarity skill for free. Here's the text of the skill for
reference:
Combat Familiarity
Reqs: Untrained
All characters have access to this skill
Combat Grit: [Always] You may spend 1 Grit to call a Combat Maneuver that you have access to.
Oomph:[Combat Maneuver] As a Combat Maneuver, you may deal +1 Damage to the normal damage
of your weapon.
Out of my Way: [Combat Maneuver] As a Combat Maneuver, you may call Repel 2

Combat Effects
During Combat, characters will encounter effects that go beyond damage but that slow, stymie, or
debilitate them. When targeted by such an effect, the player will be informed of the specific combat
effect by its call, such as “Disarm” or “Slow”. Some effects may be unique or special to an event-
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these will be explained in the Directors announcements. If you don’t understand a combat effect,
remember you may call “Clarify” to receive an explanation or reminder. There’s no harm in doing so!

Combat Maneuvers
Characters may use Combat Maneuvers through a combination of their weapons and skills. When
delivering a Combat Maneuver, you replace the normal effect of your weapon with the effect of the
Combat Maneuver. Call out the effect of the Maneuver as you strike your opponent. If your attack
misses or is blocked, the Maneuver and its effect is expended.
Combat Maneuvers require the expenditure of Grit to activate or fulfilling the requirements of a
Combat Form.

Combat Forms
A Combat Form is a skill that temporarily grants additional Grit to use Combat Maneuvers with,
completed by performing a specific form of roleplay. You may know multiple Combat Forms, and
switch between them in combat, but you may only benefit from one at a time- your actions cannot
count toward multiple Combat Forms, and you cannot begin the roleplay for a new form until you have
used the Grit from completing the previous one.

Mental Effects
Mental Effects are a form of combat effect that works differently in two ways from other Combat
Effects. First is that they must be defended with a Mental Save instead of a Physical Save. Secondly,
all Mental Effects have two stages from the same called Combat Effect. If you are hit by one of these
effects, you will suffer a condition specific to that effect, but if hit again, that condition will grow
dramatically worse. For example: if struck by the call “Fear”, you become Intimidated. If hit with
“Fear” again while still Intimidated, you will become Panicked.

All of these specific effects run on a similar mechanic- the first stage is a softer effect that limits your
actions and should influence your roleplay, lasting for one minute. The second stage is a brief but
complete loss of control, lasting 15 seconds, at which point you return to your senses. You can spend
a Mental Save DURING these effects to shake them off, even while suffering from them. The idea is
these should be moments where you decide both tactically and in terms of roleplaying what you're
willing to endure. The common effects are Fear, Anger, and Confuse.
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Multiple Combat Effects and Multiple Bonuses
Certain Items or abilities may grant multiple combat effects, or damage and a combat effect, in the
same in the same strike, impact or packet. When this situation occurs, treat the effect as a single
attack, and if you save, you save against all relevant effects.
If you have multiple benefits that apply to an attack, such as two different Crafting item bonuses (But
not including Combat Maneuvers), you may apply up to 2 of them to the same attack at most. Any
additional benefits are lost.

List of Basic Combat Effects
NOTE:: All of the effects below assume that the participants are acting in good faith. A player or NPC
who is actively engaged in adjudicating a combat effect cannot be affected by another affect until the
first call is completed.
Safety trumps all effects; if rigorous adherence to the rules given for any effect is reasonably likely to
cause harm, players are expected to adjust for safety. If necessary call Hold and reset.
Anger
A Mental Combat Effect. If you are targeted with Anger, you must expend a Mental Save or become
Enraged. If subject to another Anger effect while still Enraged, you become Berserk.
Auto-Hit
Several skills in the game allow the target to be struck automatically just via voice-call. When doing
so,
Call “Auto-Hit, Cunin, 1” or “Auto-hit, Tall Mamac, 1” (the effect, the target and the damage) This is
so the target is aware there is a skill being used on them. Then you follow this with the effect being
delivered. This is a larp; there are many players calling effects at times and sometimes the target is
distracted. Choose targets carefully and understand that accidents can happen.
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Area Effects
A wave or explosion that hits anything and everything in the area.
The Area Effect modifier automatically hit the body of all targets within hearing. The length of this
modifier is intentional to allows players and other staff alike to recognize it and ready themselves to
react to the effect. Call, “All within the sound of my voice,” followed by the effect and any other
modifier added. Area Effects may still be saved against as normal.
Confuse
A Mental Combat Effect. If you are targeted with Confuse, you must expend a Mental Save or become
Bewildered. If subject to another Confuse effect while still Enraged, you become Entranced.
Disarm
You must drop the item held by the limb struck or the limb nearest to the point you were struck
immediately and safely. If the attacker specifies a handheld item (Disarm Sword, or Disarm Wand),
that item must instead be dropped.
Fear
A Mental Combat Effect. If you are targeted with Fear you must expend a Mental Save or become
Intimidated. If subject to another Fear effect while still Intimidated, you become Panicked.
Intercept
This effect may be called in response to any attack made against an ally within one step’s reach of you. Instead
of that ally, you become the target of the attack and any effects from it. You may save against this attack
normally. You may not intercept Area of Effect or Unstoppable attacks.

Mental
This effect modifies either a damage call or another Combat Effect. With this modifier, the effect may only be
defended by a Mental Save instead of a Physical Save.

Parry
A physical save that may only be used against melee attacks if and if you (a) have a melee weapon in
hand and (b) are aware of the attack.
Repel
An attack that hits with such force that the victim is forced to retreat; the attacker does not move.
Call “Repel”, followed by the number of paces the target must retreat. For example, “Repel, 2 paces”
or “Repel, 5 paces.” Take steps as far back as is reasonable and safe. If you hit a physical object and
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cannot retreat any further, pause and roleplay the impact of the remaining motion before returning to
combat.
Root
Root binds a character to a location and prevents movement. Rooted players should pick one foot as
the anchor point; that foot should not move for the duration of the root. This lasts for 1 minute or
until you spend 15 seconds pulling yourself free.
Sicken
You may not be benefit from the First Aid skill, medicines, or healing effects except those that remove
the Sicken condition. This effect lasts until removed, when you perform a Rest, or is removed by
spending a Grit.
Slow
The recipient of the Slow effect moves at a 1 second count. This means you take at least one second
between steps. This lasts until healed or until you spend 15 seconds recovering from the effect.”
Smash
One handheld item you are using gains the broken condition. The holder of the object may not save
against this effect except by saves granted specifically to protect objects. If you do not have a
handheld item that is not already broken then instead a limb of your choice gains the smashed limb
condition. If all of your limbs are already smashed then you are dropped to zero hit points and are
incapacitated.
Sneak A ack
You may only use this effect while under the effect of Hidden and if you have a skill that allows you to
use Sneak Attack. You make a single attack on a target that is unaware of you, dealing +2 damage.
You can only Save against a Sneak Attack by abilities that specifically allow defenses against such
attacks. Using this ability immediately ends your Hidden condition.
Stun
You are unable to move or speak, or take action for 15 seconds. You must RP as though you are
dazed. If anyone strikes or targets you with an attack or negative effect, this ends immediately. You
may still Save against the effect that ended your Stun.
Trip
You must immediately make contact with the ground with three limbs, ie two arms and one leg, two
legs and one arm, etc. Do so in a safe manner. If you are unable to do this, simply take a knee to meet
the requirements.
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Unstoppable Effect
The unstoppable modifier indicates an attack against which there is no defense. Not even a Save can
prevent its effects. Unstoppable modifiers should be very unusual to encounter and represent
extremely perilous situations.
Call “Unstoppable” and an effect, for example, "Unstoppable Smash,"; if the attack hits there is no
defense and the effect goes through.
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Skills and Knowledge
Your character possesses many skills that govern different disciplines, fields of study, and abilities.
Regardless of the source of a skill, you may freely assume that you possess an intellectual or
academic understanding of any skill you possess, in addition to any knowledge the skill explicitly
grants. For example, the Banner Bearer skill would include some knowledge of military parade and
procedure, or Gunsmithing with the basic understanding of how gunpowder weapons operate, or past
designs. In short, you know intellectually what you know how to do, and can ask the Storytellers
based on these skills for additional information based on the skills you possess.
Skill Tags
● Always: A skill with this tag is either a passive effect that is always active, or describes an action
that you can takes as many times as you wish.
● Once Per Rest: A skill with this tag may be used once, and afterward cannot be used until your
character completes a Rest. You may also spend a point of Grit to gain an additional use of any
Once Per Rest skill.
● Once Per Event: A skill with this tag can only be used Once Per Event, and may not be restored
except by specific means.
● NPC Shift: This is a benefit gained whenever your character completes an NPC shift. This includes
the required NPC shift each event, as well as any voluntary shifts.
● Quest: This is a skill that allows you and a number of others to complete a new kind of Quest. The
skill will detail the most basic form of the Quest, and more valuable Quests of the same type may
be available as the story continues.
● Gathering: This skill is usable to gain a benefit when Gathering resources.
● Crafting: This skill allows you to complete Crafts or enhance the Crafts you currently know how to
complete.
● Experimentation: This skill’s benefits apply when performing Experimentation on an existing Craft.
● Off-Screen: This skill briefly takes you or another character out of play with a white headband to
fulfill a task as defined by the skill. These abilities take 15 seconds to activate, cannot be done
while under immediate threat, and require you to return to play where you left, as possible. Other
players should treat you as if you were still present and concentrating on your task.
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Wounds
The world is full of dangers, and even the heartiest person can only endure so much. Every character
has a certain number of Hit Points. When a character is reduced to 0 Hit Points they sustain an Injury,
and become Incapacitated. At this point, the character is injured and the player must lie upon the
ground until the Incapacitated condition is removed by the restoration of Hit Points through healing
skills or items.
If you are Incapacitated and you have sustained 3 or more Injuries since your last Rest, you become
Exhausted as you are overwhelmed by the volume of your wounds and injuries. An Exhausted
character may not receive any beneficial effects except for those that remove the Exhausted
Condition. An Exhausted character may not gain any more injuries or take any other actions.
Once the scene has ended an Exhausted character may get up and move at a slow pace toward the
Triage. A character who is Incapacitated, but has not yet reached Exhausted may voluntarily gain the
Exhausted condition as soon as it is clear to them that no healing assistance is coming. The goal of
this is to avoid having players laying around waiting for healing to come and instead to get the player
to the area where they can start to roleplay their recovery. If it looks like healing might be coming
soon, stick around and allow the healers to have their roleplay.
Things to Remember
● If it is unsafe to lay down to represent being Incapacitated then either take a knee until it is safe or
stagger away to a safe spot and then lie down. If it ever becomes unsafe, feel free to move to
ensure your safety.
● Another character may help an Incapacitated character move at a walking pace.
● If you are Incapacitated and another character tries to heal you, you are allowed to refuse the heal.
You may choose to exercise this option if you fear you will simply sustain further Injuries if
brought out of being Incapacitated. If you refuse an effect, any items or abilities that were used on
you are considered unexpended.
Triage and Injuries
Injuries represent lasting wounds that must be properly examined and treated before they can be
healed. In Lost Colonies this is represented by going to the Triage are of the event site. Once you
arrive at the Triage, your Injuries will be diagnosed, and you will receive makeup, costuming, or both,
to depict your wounds. You will also be informed of any mechanical consequences that afflict you
during your recovery time. After one hour, you may recover from one Injury, or, if you have multiple,
you may recover from all Injuries in two hours. When you recover from an injury, it is removed from
your character, along with the penalties (We ask that you return the costuming to the Triage as soon
as it is convenient!).
Aside from the specific penalties assigned for your injuries, nothing prevents you from continuing to
act, explore, or take additional risks once your injuries are diagnosed. However, if you sustain any
additional Injuries, it will reset the recovery time for ALL of them.
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You may also choose to “Sleep off your wounds”, and leave play for a voluntary 2 Hour NPC shift. If
you do so, you will recover from all injuries when you return. Similarly, your time spent on your
scheduled NPC shift counts toward recovering from treated Injuries.
You may continue to act with untreated Injuries, but you may not Rest until your injuries are
diagnosed at the Triage.

Rest
When a character takes time away from heavy activities they are said to be resting. Rest normally
requires 30 minutes, though abilities and skills may modify this. During a Rest, you should generally
remain within the same location and may not use any skills or abilities except for completing standard
Crafting Recipes, or skills that specifically can be used during a Rest.
Generally speaking a character is resting when they are not in combat and are not using any skills.
Skills and Rituals require exertion and so Rituals, unlike crafting, do not count towards resting time.
The basic Rest time is 30 minutes, though abilities and skills may modify this. During a Rest, you
should generally remain within the same location and may not use any skills or abilities except for
completing standard Crafting Recipes, or skills that specifically can be used during a Rest. If your rest
is interrupted, you must start over.
Once your Rest is complete, you can restore any missing Hit Points and regain any lost Saves, as well
as use of any Skills that have a Once per Rest limitation on them.

Grit
Grit is a special resource that every character possesses that represents an inner reserve of strength,
resourcefulness and determination. Rests do not restore Grit, only effects that specifically restore
Grit do. You may spend a point of Grit at any time to gain an additional use of any Skill you have with
the Once Per Rest limit. You may decide which skill you are applying this to at the time you use the
point. You may also gain additional uses for Grit through your other Skills, such as Combat Strikes or
even Rituals.

Scars
Throughout your time in Torakand, you will sustain injuries and, barring disaster, recover from them.
However, circumstances and the story of your character may make you decide that a particular injury
is too important to forget. In those moments you may instead choose to take the Injury as a
permanent part of your character- a Scar.
Any Injury sustained by the character may be converted to a Scar, though no more than one per Event.
The decision comes with significant benefits and significant consequences. Taking a scar is a
permanent decision that counts as an unhealable Injury. In short, you come that much closer to risking
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death, as your capacity for raw punishment is permanently reduced. You gain two significant benefits.
Firstly, you gain a permanent benefit to your character, symbolizing the lesson they have learned from
this. As you sustain further Scars, your choices increase, but no selection can be chosen more than
once (with one exception.) Secondly, any other remaining injuries fade after ten minutes- learning a
permanent lesson makes the temporary pains easy to ignore.
NOTE: No character can have more than five Scars.
Scars must be costumed, and permanently incorporated into your character’s costuming and roleplay
going forward, be it through makeup, clothing, armor, or all of the above.

Scar Benefits
You may choose one of the following. All effects are permanent.
● +2 Grit
● +1 Skill Slot
● Increase your HP cap by 5, to 20.
● Veteran’s Save - You gain one Save that can be used as either a Physical or a Mental Save, once
per Rest. This Save cannot be modified or restored by any effect other than a Rest.
● +6 to your Build Cap
For your third and subsequent Scars, you may add the below choices to your list of options.
● A Unique Skill, the details of which are related to the injury you have taken, to be discussed with
the Directors.
● A Second Chance - When you take this Scar, you identify the source of the failure that resulted in
your current injury- be it a failed project, a particular adversary, or a specific creature. As a result
of this Scar, Fate will conspire to give you a second chance toward settling the score, if not making
things right. You may take this choice multiple times, but never twice over the same affair.
For your Fifth Scar, you may also add the below choices to your list of options.
● Create a Legacy - When you take this Scar, your actions echo long past your presence in Flint. You
may design a unique, long-term or permanent effect for the entire colony, to be manifested upon
your death. The details of this Scar must be discussed with Directors between events.
● Unbending Oath - When you take this Scar, you may declare a single, straightforward, achievable
task, such as the defeat of a certain enemy or completion of a project. Until that task is completed,
you cannot die: Taking your seventh Injury will result in you being unable to participate in the
remainder of the event as that character, but you cannot die until that task is completed. The time
limit on this effect is to be discussed with Directors but likely within the next game year, at which
point the task must either be finished, or you retire your character as normal.
● Passing the Torch - When you take this scar, your character has become too important to Flint for
them to be in further danger. You effectively retire your character from normal play, but can
continue to make appearances to teach, dispense information, and participate in Role-Playing
focused events such as the Governor’s Dinner.

Death
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A character who has seven total Injury points, including Scars, at any one time dies. The death
happens at the end of the scene in which they received their seventh injury point.
Death is a permanent effect.
We at Lost Colonies want to reassure you that we are not trying to kill your characters. In fact we
have designed the Injury, Scar, and Death systems in such a way as to give you, the player, agency
over when and how your character meets their end. The Injury points are designed to allow your
character time to reflect on how their choices led them to be so harmed. The Scar points allow your
character to hold on to, and grow from, lessons learned through having faced challenges that have left
them marked for life. And finally there are ways to gain Injury points that allow you to choose when
your character's last breath will be. What hill will they die on? Who will be at their side? What will be
the thing that was more important than themselves? We like to think that our Injury, Scar, and Death
systems puts the power of those decisions in your hands.
Certain Death Scenarios
Now, imagine a scenario where your character would almost certainly die, but they are not near
enough to seven injury points to mechanically die, what happens? You are allowed to work with the
Storytellers to narrate how you narrowly escape the certain death situation. For example, if you are
fighting a giant monster on the rim of an active volcano and are thrown off the edge, logically, you
should be burnt to a crisp. If you are overrun by a herd of ravenous beasts, you should be their next
meal. But, there is an aspect of cinematics at play symbolizing that you have some luck on your side,
reflected in the gaining of Injury Points. So instead of being hurled fully into the volcano and dying,
you are caught in a craggy outcropping, or an avalanche scares the herd away instead of you being
eaten. You may always choose to follow a direct route and accept the circumstances as death, but
remember that death is permanent.

After Death
For a character to die, they must have a total of seven Injuries (including Scars) as we stated before.
What happens next?
If your character dies we ask that someone is sent to get one of the Directors. We will help you
through the next part of your character's journey. Once the Director is there they will have a quick
conversation with you about the manner in which your character died and they will ask you to make a
choice right then. Your options are to continue to play the spirit of your now dead character for a time,
to switch to an NPC role for a time, or to head to logistics to make up a new character for the
remainder of the event. If you do choose to play the spirit of your deceased character you will be
asked to put on a blue headband to indicate that you cannot be interacted with in any fashion. You
retain the memories of your character up to and including the moment of their death. You may speak
with anyone and everyone can see you, but you may not invoke any effects aside from speech.
If you have been playing your spirit character there will come a time during that event when its spirit
may no longer linger. This time may come at a moment of your choosing, or when the Directors tell
you it is time. But it most certainly will come no later than the end of the event in which your
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Character dies. After the end of that event the spirit may only return when summoned by an active
Character or when the Directors or Storyteller staff asks you to return as the spirit of the deceased.

Hidden and Sneaking Around
The Sneak skill is one way to gain the Hidden condition. There may be other ways. Regardless of the
method used the following rules apply to the condition Hidden.
Entering the Hidden Condition should follow the narrative and common sense conditions- if a person
is the center of attention or otherwise is obvious, they should not attempt to become Hidden.
In order to communicate to everyone around you that you are hidden you must use one of these two
methods.
● Option 1: Raise your arm up with a bent elbow so that your forearm crosses in front of your nose
and is horizontal.
● Option 2: If you are going to remain hidden for a while you may also put on a Yellow Headband so
that you can retain use of both arms (and not tire out the one arm).
While sneaking, you must move slower than a walking pace. A marshal may require you to slow down
or lose your hidden condition. There will be only one warning. Marshals may declare that the use of
Hidden abilities do not work on a per scene basis, at their discretion.

Crafting
Any skill with the keyword "Crafting" is a crafting skill. Crafting skills all require that the characters
have a recipe of some sort to follow. The recipe will indicate what Components are required, will say
how much time the roleplay should take, will give a guideline for the roleplay to follow, and will tell
you what to write on the resulting Item Card. Once you have completed the recipe you are to write up
your own Item Card and you will initial it, date it, and include your Player number on the card. Any
Component cards that are used up in the process should be placed into an Out-of-Game pocket or
pouch so that they do not get confused with your remaining supplies. The next time you visit the
Quartermaster you can turn in these used Components so that the game can return them to
circulation again later.
Crafting skills do not require Marshals or Staff to complete. But if you need assistance as you get
used to the skill or if you have a question about a recipe, please feel free to ask a Marshal for help.

Experiments
Whatever crafts your character may possess, they did not begin learning these difficult skills just to
follow known recipes. Whether you wish to create an improved version of an existing recipe or design
something new altogether, you can do this through the Experimentation process. Experimentation
allows you to form a plan for your new design along with the materials, and consult a Marshal to
prepare a Destiny Draw. Skills or Items with the tag “Experimentation” can improve the results of
these Draws.
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Experimentation can produce unexpected, dramatic, or even dangerous outcomes based on your
materials, cleverness, and luck, good or ill. Because of the volatility of each experiment, it is difficult
to reproduce the process exactly each time- so repeated attempts at the same product may not result
in the same outcome. Turning one of your experimental results into a new recipe repeatable by anyone
is a long term project requiring the highest levels of skill, typically through the ability Path to
Discovery.

Rituals
Any skill with the keyword "Ritual" is a ritual skill. Many ritual skills are like crafting skills in that they
produce an Item Card. For these rituals you can simply follow the Crafting guidelines above to
produce your own Item Cards. However, there are rituals that can only be done with the presence of a
Marshal or Storyteller. If these rituals are conducted without a Marshal or Storyteller present they
will simply fail.
Several Rituals are called Blessings. A target may only have one Blessing upon them at a time and may
expend that Blessing to gain an effect defined by the ritual. A Blessing remains on a target until
expended, they choose to receive a different Blessing, or the end of the Event.
Other Rituals are performed as soon as they are completed. If you have completed a ritual and are
waiting to call it, such as waiting for a specific target, You may move as you had the Slow condition
while holding the ritual prop or props. If you take any damage or negative effect while holding the
ritual in this way, the effect is lost.

Spirit Tokens
Through your efforts within the world you may receive the favor of one of the many spirits of the
world. This favor is represented by a small token known as a Spirit Token. A Spirit Token does not
physically exist, and cannot be stolen or traded, but showing the token in game shows the existence
of the favor and can be relied upon. You may only possess one Spirit Token at a time- should you be
offered another, you may discard the original to keep the new token, or accept the gesture but not the
token itself and retain your previous one. If you expend the Spirit token, return it to the
Quartermaster or Logistics as soon as possible, like you would a used item or material.
A Spirit Token can be expended for the following purposes:
● You may expend a Spirit Token for a +1 bonus to any Destiny Draw, as good fortune aids you.
● You may expend a Spirit Token to replace a Common or Uncommon ingredient in a Craft or Ritual as
you happen to make do with less.
● You may expend a Spirit Token with a Narrator as part of an Experiment to add the influence of that
Spirit to the Experiment, for good or ill.
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Spirit Binding
There is a process in which people may come to an accord with a Spirit that goes beyond a simple
agreement. This bond, cultivated and nurtured over time and built by embodying the Spirit’s nature
and principles, may result in the offer of a Spirit Binding. A Spirit Binding involves a long process over
multiple events (at least a year) and culminates in the cost of taking a Scar in exchange for a unique
skill granted based on the Spirit you are bound to. Once Spirit Bound, the effect is permanent... unless
you are willing to undertake a quest as difficult as the process of courting the Spirit in the first place.

Props and Item Cards
Weapons and Armor must be represented by physical props. Not all weapons or armor will have item
cards to go with them.
● A weapon without an item card is treated as a basic weapon of the type represented by the prop.
● Armor without an item card is treated as basic armor.
● Enchanted items require props and cards both. A magic wand without a card is just a fancy stick.
An "Enchanted Item" card without a prop is not considered to be in game. The card does not need
to be attached to the prop, but if there is a question of legitimacy, the card needs to be able to be
produced in short order.
● All other Item cards do not require a prop. As a guideline, you should limit yourself to carrying
about 10 "un-propped" Item cards per pouch or pocket. If you have a larger container, it is
reasonable to carry more un-propped cards in it. While we recommend having as many things
represented by props as possible we also recognize that that is not practical for all situations.
● While you do not need an item card for the physical representation of your weapons or armor,
several abilities modify or repair an item, weapon, or armor. For these abilities to work they must
have an item card, created in-game, and have the modifications attached to that card.
● Items that are made or found may have an date at which the item Expires. Certain skills or abilities
can modify this- when used, please take the item card to the Quartermaster to be adjusted. If an
item expires at the end of the event, you may include it with your character card. If so, the item will
be converted by the Quartermaster to money between events, at a fair market value for the item
card. q

Gathering
Expeditions to gather resources or other adventures into the wilderness will result in opportunities to
gather Resources. Unless modified by the circumstances of the story as directed by a Marshal,
Gathering works as follows:
At the end of the gathering scene, the Marshal will declare what resources are available in the scene.
If your character possesses the necessary skill to harvest one of those resources, they may make a
Destiny Draw. Higher results indicate the discovery of more or rarer resources. If you do not possess
a relevant gathering skill, you may choose to either make a single card draw with your final possible
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result limited to +1 (A single common resource), or contribute to someone else’s efforts, adding a +1
to their final total. Up to two unskilled gatherers can assist one skilled one.

Components
The following list contains all of the standardized Component Cards, their rarity level, and what they
are frequently used for.

Metals
Bonus to gathering for Miners and Smiths
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Copper
common
conductive, malleable, not especially hard, oxidizes, green pigments
Iron
common
hard but somewhat brittle, versatile, cheaper than steel good for tools.
Lead
common
very soft, very heavy, poisonous, used for white pigment
Steel
uncommon
hard and flexible, expensive used for weapons, armor and tools
Silver
uncommon
a soft, white, lustrous metal, useful in jewelry and fine table ware
Gold
rare
a bright, reddish yellow, metal that is dense and maleable

Minerals
Bonus to gathering for Miners, Smiths, Alchemists and Ritualists
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Flint
common
fire starter, construction material, knives/arrowheads, flintlock guns
Chalk
common
medicine/antacid, obviously leaves marks
Potash
common
potassium, used for fertilizer and soap
Sulfur
uncommon
stinky,flamable, mixed with stuff for explosives
Obsidian
rare
mirrors, tools/knives, fortune telling/ritual uses.

Herbs
Bonus to gathering for Fiber Artists, Herbalists, and Trappers
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Lavender
common
soothing, calming, relaxing, used for skin conditions, digestion and sleep
Kingsfoil
common
strong herb good for fighting off infections
Watermint
common
diluting and hydrating component, excellent for antidotes and burns
Firebloom
uncommon
warming, useful in mixtures to keep away the cold or chills
Skybloom
uncommon
Newly discovered, properties still being understood.
Heartrose
rare
purification, balancing and help with diseases

Fibers & Skins
Bonus to gathering for Fiber Artists, Herbalists, and Trappers
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Wool
common
warm even when wet, used for protection from elements
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Leather
Hemp
Cotton
Silk
Basic Pelt
Fine Pelt
Luxury Pelt

common
common
uncommon
rare
common
uncommon
rare

used in armor and protection applications
naturally absorbent, clothing, cleaning and bandages
very strong fiber from silkworms, clothing and herbal applications
your ordinary fur, servicable, useful to keep warm
a very fine fur, extra warm or decorative in nature
a rare fur, very decorative in nature or difficult to acquire undamaged

Binders
Bonus to gathering for Alchemists and Ritualists
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Tallow
common
very important for cancles and long lasting effects
Clay
common
stabilizing agent used to slow or cancel reactions
Pitch
common
sealing things in, literally or spiritually
Saltpeter
uncommon
gunpowder or offensive mixtures
Purified Salt
rare
protective compound, creating of circles and wardings

Edibles
Bonus to gathering for Cooks and Trappers
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Meat
common
birds, fish, small animals
Fruit
common
fruit that is a litte under or over ripe
Vegetable
common
Onions, corn, potatoes, carrots
Spices
uncommon
sage, rosemary, pepper, thyme, saffron, cardamon, tarragon
Prime Meat
uncommon
beef, deer, pork, seafood
Ripe Fruit
uncommon
fruit that is just the right amount of ripe
Pristine Fruit
rare
specially picked and preserved fruits
Scarce Meat
rare
unusual animal meats

Wood
Bonus to gathering for Woodworkers and
Name
Rarity
Description and uses
Elm
common
a very tough wood, darker in color, tough to split
Oak
common
a very hard wood, good for construction
Pine
common
a soft, pale yellow, wood, light weight
Ash
uncommon
a light colored hardwood, great for tool handles
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Maple

Rules
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produces a sticky sap that is useful for making syrups
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Glossary
Anger- A Mental Combat Effect. If you are targeted by the Combat Effect Anger, you must use a
Mental Save or become Enraged. If struck by a second Anger while still Enraged, you become Berserk.
Berserk- The second stage of the Anger Combat Effect. You fly into a rage and will commit to a full
offense against the target, engaging them as best you can regardless of other dangers or
environment. This effect ends after 15 seconds of near-blind aggression to the source, or if you take
damage from a target other than the one that caused the Berserk. Additionally, you may spend a
Mental Save to clear this effect at any time.
Bewildered- The first stage of the Confuse Combat Effect. You become dazed, unable to focus
clearly on things in the environment. You cannot use any skill or ability that takes longer than 5
seconds to use. This effect ends after 1 minute or after someone spends 15 seconds actively trying to
snap you out of the effect. Additionally you may spend a Mental Save to end its effects at any time.
Broken — An item that is Broken cannot be used for any purpose. If the item is held or worn and it is
the target of any effect, that effect targets its possessor instead. Broken items can be repaired by a
crafter with the appropriate recipe.
Confuse- A Mental Combat Effect. If you are targeted by the Combat Effect Confuse, you must use
a Mental Save or become Bewildered. If struck by a second Confuse while still Bewildered, you
become Entranced.
Character — A being that is portrayed by a Player.
Creature — Any of a variety of non-sentient life forms including wild animals, domesticated animals,
and monsters of the non-intelligent variety.
Combat Form — You may only gain the benefits of one Combat Form skill at a time. Completing a
Combat Form's roleplay allows you to use a Combat Maneuver without spending Grit.
Combat Maneuver — A Combat Maneuver replaces a normal attack from a weapon with a specific
effect. It typically requires a point of Grit to be spent to use.
Damage — A single point of Damage removes one Hit Point from a character.
Dead — A character that has seven Injury points is Dead. Dead characters must put on a Blue
Headband as soon as possible.
Director — The Directors are the owners of Lost Colonies. They have the final authority on all
decisions.
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Disarm {X} — You must drop the item held by the limb struck or the limb nearest to the point you
were struck immediately and safely. If the attacker specifies an item, that item must instead be
dropped.
Enraged- The first stage of the Anger Combat Effect.You must take an aggressive posture against
the source of this effect, in whatever form your character sees fit. This effect ends after 1 minute of
being restrained from or removed from the source, or if the source of the effect flees or surrenders to
you. Additionally you may spend a Mental Save to end its effects at any time.
Entranced- The second stage of the Confuse Combat Effect. You become completely unaware of
anything else but the source of this effect, dropping anything you are holding and walking at a slow
pace toward the source. The effect ends after 15 seconds, or if you take any damage from any source.
Additionally you may spend a Mental Save to end its effects at any time.
Fear — A Mental Combat Effect. If you are targeted by the Combat Effect Fear, you must use a
Mental Save or become Intimidated. If struck by a second Fear while still Intimidated, you become
Panicked.
Healthy — A character is Healthy if they are at full Hit Points.
Hit Points — A measure of how much health a character has.
Hold — A safety word used to immediately stop action for an important reason.
IG — In Game
Incapacitated — A character is incapacitated if they have zero Hit Points left. Incapacitated
characters may take no action other than to speak at a very low volume. Players of characters who
become Incapacitated are to remain safe at all times. You should not close your eyes fully while
Incapacitated.
Intercept — A parry that defends against a melee attack made against someone else. You may only
call an Intercept on melee attacks where the target or the attacker are within your weapons reach.
Intimidated — The first stage of the Fear Combat Effect. You may not take aggressive action against
the source of this effect until this effect ends. This effect ends after one minute without engaging
with the source of the Intimidation or if the source of the Intimindation inflicts any damage on you.
Additionally you may spend a Mental Save to end its effects at any time. If you are struck again with
Fear, you will become Panicked.

Injured — A character is Injured if they have taken any Injury points and not yet been to Traige to have
them diagnosed. You must roleplay the effects of being Injured. This roleplay should be more severe
than the roleplay from merely being Wounded.
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Marshal — A player who has been approved by staff to make rules calls, supervise safety, and
escalate issues to staff. Marshals are also players, and play player characters (PCs) at game.
Mental Save - The ability to defend against attacks and effects that affect the target's mind and
spirit. Used by calling "Save" in response to an attack. If you save against part of an attack, you ignore
the entire effect. Mental Saves are recovered by Resting.
Mod — A scene, encounter, or set of scenes and encounters, set up by the Staff to challenge or
entertain the Players.
Narration — When a scene is narrated, it is described rather than acted out. This tool may be
employed for various reasons, such as safety, availability of resources, or if a player chooses to opt
out of active roleplay for any reason. Narration should only be used when necessary, as immersive
roleplay is always preferable.
Non Player Character (NPC) — A Character that is portrayed by a Player, Marshal or Staff whose
motivations are controlled by the Storyteller team. NPCs may only be portrayed at the specific request
of the Storyteller team.
OOG — Out Of Game.
Panicked — The second stage of the Fear Combat Effect. You must take every effort to retreat to a safe
distance away from the source of this effect. You may only concentrate on skills and actions that facilitate
your retreat. The effect ends after 15 seconds of retreat, or if you take damage from the source of the Fear
effect. Additionally you may spend a Mental Save to end its effects at any time.
Parry — A physical save that may only be used against melee attacks and only if you have a melee
weapon in hand.
Physical Save- The ability to defend against an attack delivered by weapon, firearm, monster, or any
physical danger. Used by declaring "Save" in response to an attack. If you save against part of an
attack, you ignore the entire effect. Physical Saves are recovered by Resting.
Poison — Target of a poison attack becomes poisoned.
Poisoned — If you are Poisoned you may not use Grit. Additionally your time required to Rest is
doubled. To have a Poison cured you must get evaluated at Triage and follow the directions you are
given.
Player — A person who attends our events.
Player Character (PC) — A Character portrayed solely by a Player.
Rest — When a character takes time away from heavy activities they are said to be resting. The basic
Rest time is 30 minutes. After 30 minutes resting all of your "Once per Rest" skills become usable
again, as well as all of your Saves. There are some skills that affect the amount of time required to
rest.
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Repel — A physical attack where the target is pushed back a number of steps specified by the attack
call, such as "Repel, 3 Paces".
Scene — A single encounter or a short, self-contained set of actions such as a battle, a conversation,
a negotiation, or a crafting session. Whenever there is a significant change in the action this is
considered a change of scenes. Additionally, a marshal or staff member may call "scene" to indicate a
scene change.
Sicken — You may not be affected by Heal calls. This effect lasts until removed, when you perform a
Rest, or is removed by spending a Grit.
Slow — You move at a 1 second count. This means you take at least one second between steps. This
lasts until healed or until you spend 15 seconds recovering from the effect.
Smashed {Limb} — The limb struck or the limb nearest to the point you were struck becomes
unusable. All items held in that arm must be dropped and the limb may not be used until the effect is
removed.
Staff — The directors and the storytellers of Lost Colonies Larp. They exclusively play as non-player
characters (NPCs) and are present to support the story and community, but are still considered
players.
Stun — You are unable to move or speak for 15 seconds. You must RP as though you are dazed. If
anyone strikes or touches you while you are Stunned the effect immediately ends.
Trip — You must immediately make contact with the ground with three limbs, ie two arms and one leg,
two legs and one arm, etc. Do so in a safe manner. If you are unable to do this, simply take a knee to
meet the requirements.
Wounded — A character is Wounded if they have taken some Hit Point Damage but still have Hit
Points left. You must roleplay the effects of being Wounded.
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Destiny Deck
The Destiny Deck is a tool for characters in the world of Lost Colonies to use as well as a tool for the
players of the larp to use. It serves as both a roleplaying prop as well as a game effect randomizer. It
can be used for divination in a purely roleplay sense much like a tarot deck might be used and you can
also play card games with it. There are a total of forty-two cards in a Destiny Deck. Seven major
arcana, seven element cards, twenty-one spirit cards, and seven spirit court cards. The cards are
valued +0, +1, +1, and +3 respectively for the purpose of random result determination. Typically a
player will pull three cards and add them together to determine the random result- This is referred to
in the Rules in other locations as a Destiny Draw. In general, the higher the value of your result, the
more likely you are to succeed. Certain abilities, skills, and items will modify either how you draw, or
directly alter the value of the final total. You may only benefit from a maximum of two static (flat
number increase) bonuses and two redraw- related bonuses on any given Destiny Draw.

Major Arcana Cards
The Major Arcana have nearly full card art with the name of the Major Arcana across the top and no
corner markings. For the purpose of determining a result it is valued at +0.
The Fool — Associated with the element of Air and with the attributes of new adventure, enthusiasm,
passion, immaturity, spontaneity, and a carefree attitude.
Strength — Associated with the element of Earth and with the attributes of control, courage,
fortitude, resolution, action, defiance, zeal, fervor, and heroism.
The Sun — Associated with the element of Fire and with the attributes of satisfaction, contentment,
success, love, joy, and warmth.
The Dragon — Associated with the element of Water and with the attributes of wisdom, common
sense, serenity, education, foresight, purity, and virtue.
The Hermit — Associated with the element of Wood and with the attributes of knowledge, inner
strength, prudence, discretion, vigilance, patience, and withdrawal.
The Empresses — Associated with the element of Metal and with the attributes of worldly power,
confidence, wealth, authority, leadership, maturity, and willingness to listen to counsel.
The Ritualist — Associated with the element of Qi and with the attributes of originality, creativity,
free will, imagination, skill, willpower, craft, guile, deception, and trickery.
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Element Cards
Each of these cards represent one of the seven elements. Each element card includes a symbol inside
a heptagon and has the element’s symbol pictured once in each corner. When pulling this card for the
purpose of determining a bonus it is valued at +1.
Air — An up pointed triangle with crossed line. Represents freedom, balance, energy, movement,
power, and weather. Opposition with Earth.
Earth — A down pointed triangle with crossed line. Represents strength, stability, safety, healing,
resistance, and resilience. Opposition with Air.
Fire — An up pointed triangle. Represents chaos, destruction, purification, renewal, speed, anger, and
transformation. Opposition with Water.
Water — A down pointed triangle. Represents cleansing, relentlessness, smoothing, calm, progress of
time, and nourishment. Opposition with Fire.
Wood — A reversed V shape. Represents growth, harmony, peace, connections, nature, patience, and
longevity. Opposition with Metal.
Metal — A down pointed V. Represents protection, support, accomplishment, wealth, prosperity, and
success. Opposition with Wood.
Qi — A circle with a dot inside. Represents life, spirit, family, community, music, willpower, and
revelations. Qi has no opposition element.

Spirit Cards
The Spirit Cards each represent one of the twenty-one spirits that have been recognized as the most
commonly available spirits. Each Spirit card includes a single circle with the icon of the spirit in it. The
name of the spirit is also included in a scroll. In the corner is a single element symbol that the spirit is
associated with. When pulling this card for the purpose of determining a bonus it is valued at +1.
Spirit
Butterfly
Eagle
Grasshopper
Ant
Badger
Bear
Fox
Salamander
Squirrel
Beaver
Fish
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Element
Air
Air
Air
Earth
Earth
Earth
Fire
Fire
Fire
Water
Water

Association
freedom, bounty, rebirth
strength, perception, protection
learning, community, evasion
teamwork, ambition, purpose
cleverness, protection, ingenuity
ferocity, protection, strength
intelligence, mischief, playfulness
magic, adaptation, hiding
speed, secrets, bounty
teamwork, construction, defense
fortune, change, knowledge
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Raven
Owl
Skunk
Turtle
Panther
Snake
Wolf
Coyote
Deer
Spider

Water
Wood
Wood
Wood
Metal
Metal
Metal
Qi
Qi
Qi

perception, cleverness, mischief
wisdom, knowledge, individuality
protection, power, defense
healing, patience, wisdom
prowess, wisdom, magic
secrets, patience, cleverness
teamwork, loyalty, compassion
luck, mischief, cleverness
grace, speed, dexterity
deception, patience, precision

Court Cards
The Spirit Court Cards each have three spirit symbols in circles and three element symbols in the
corner. There are seven spirit courts. When pulling this card for the purpose of determining a bonus it
is valued at +3.
Community
● Squirrel (Fire)
● Ant (Earth)
● Beaver (Water)
Freedom
● Butterfly (Air)
● Deer (Qi)
● Skunk (Wood)
Intellect
● Badger (Earth)
● Panther (Metal)
● Spider (Qi)
Leadership
● Eagle (Air)
● Wolf (Metal)
● Owl (Wood)
Magic
● Grasshopper (Air)
● Salamander (Fire)
● Fish (Water)
Mischief
● Fox (Fire)
● Coyote (Qi)
● Raven (Water)
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Protection
● Bear (Earth)
● Snake (Metal)
● Turtle (Wood)
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